WINE CROP FAILURE

Product in France is less than Home Consumption.

You're Only About Two Feet from

Your Own Miniature Home

These Frenchmen need just 10 feet of space to grow
enough grapes to produce wine . . . now they're fighting
for more! The French want more wine! Every year French
villagers need more wine! Every year they try to grow
more grapes . . . now they're fighting for more space!

Sakeo Sake Brea

French vineyard workers are fighting for more space!

RAISES FENCE POST TREES

Russian Pruna Dome Wines

-War on Stockings

WOMEN HAVEN'T BEEN BAREFOOT.

WOMEN IN Great TRAVEL CAREFULLY

Physical Development Many

Choosing the right shoes is very

LITTLE WILLIE'S BRIGHT IDEA

ergonomic for your health and, proba-

The boys tell me about the Atchafalaya

bly, for your comfort as well.
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